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Abstract

Crack growth rate curves provide information about the delamination resistance of composite ma-

terials under cyclic loading. The existing methodologies for mode II fatigue testing using three-point

bending end-notched flexure (3-ENF) under constant cyclic displacement conditions yield discontin-

uous delamination growth rate curves, therefore requiring a batch of several specimens to be tested

under different severity conditions in order to fully characterize the crack growth. This work describes

a variable cyclic displacement test procedure that, in combination with the real time monitoring of the

specimen’s compliance, allows the crack growth rate to be measured for the desired range of severities

with a single specimen, thus avoiding any human intervention during the test.
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1. Introduction1

Emerging delaminations and their growth under repeated or cyclic loads can reduce the load carry-2

ing capacity of composite structures. In consequence, a reliable design should account for this damage3

mechanism. The experimental characterization of interlaminar fracture properties under fatigue load-4

ing assesses the damage tolerance of the composite materials in service.5

The no-growth criterion and the damage tolerance approach are two alternatives to deal with6
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interlaminar fatigue damage in aircraft design [1]. The first aims to ensure that no crack propagation7

will ever occur over the lifetime of the component. This approach relies on fatigue onset tests [2] which,8

for a given load intensity, determine the number of cycles required to make a crack grow perceptibly.9

Conversely, the damage tolerance approach is based on a structure’s remaining capacity to safely10

sustain in-service loads, even with the presence of sub-critical sized delaminations. That is, crack11

growth is allowed provided that it does not reach an unsafe size during service. To this end, crack12

propagation tests evaluate the crack growth rate (da/dN) as a function of the severity of load. The13

severity of load is usually defined as the ratio of the maximum energy release rate of the cycle (Gmax)14

to the quasi-static fracture toughness Gc [3–7], although other expressions also exist in the literature.15

The onset and propagation of interlaminar cracks are experimentally characterized for the different16

loading modes of propagation (I, II or III). Delamination growth under mode I loading is usually17

assessed with double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens, while for mode II the End Notched Flexure18

(3-ENF) test performed under displacement control with sinusoidal shaped loading cycles of constant19

displacement is the most widely employed (see figure 1a) [3, 4, 8–11]. Other mode II test set-ups include20

the calibrated end-loaded split (C-ELS) [12] and the four-point bending end-notched flexure (4-ENF).21

Either the C-ELS [10] and the 4-ENF [13] have been used for delamination resistance testing under22

fatigue. However, while the 4-ENF test is not preferable because of friction effects [14], only further23

research will show whether 3-ENF or C-ELS is better suited for cyclic mode II fatigue delamination24

characterization [10].25

Figure 1: a) Sinusoidal shaped loading cycles with constant displacement. The sign convention used in this
work is negative for displacements which result in compressive reaction forces. b) 3-ENF test configuration,
where L is the mid-span length, a is the crack length, a0 is the initial crack length and 2h is the specimen’s
total thickness of the specimen.
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The selection of the testing parameters for mode I fatigue experiments is not critical. For a test26

conducted under displacement control and constant displacement amplitude, the energy release rate27

(the severity of the load) decreases as the crack grows. That is, the crack growth rate vs. load severity28

curve sweeps from left to right until the crack growth rate becomes unnoticeable (the threshold, the29

severity for which the crack growth rate tends to zero). Nevertheless, even in mode I, the determination30

of the threshold value remains elusive due to the need of high sensitivity measurement devices to capture31

the actual growth rates [15].32

For mode II 3-ENF experiments the contrary applies as the range of the crack growth rate curve33

swept in a single test under constant cyclic displacement is very narrow. This results from the de-34

pendence of the energy release rate on the geometry of the specimen and the configuration of the35

test. Indeed, in 3-ENF tests the region available for crack propagation spans between the support36

and the vicinity of the loading roller, where the through-thickness compression arrests crack propa-37

gation. Previous studies [16] estimate that when the crack tip approaches the loading point by 2h38

the experiment is no longer valid; being 2h the laminate thickness (see figure 1b). The energy release39

rate does not evolve monotonically with the crack extension but, as the cracks extends, it increases40

and then decreases, as shown in figure 2a. Thus, only a small segment of the crack growth curve is41

covered by a single test. In fact, the same segment of the curve is tracked twice: first upward and then42

downward (figure 2b). In addition, detecting the threshold becomes practically unfeasible. Hence, to43

construct the entire crack growth curve requires various constant cyclic displacement tests at different44

load intensities [3, 8–10]. The alternative to performing multiple tests is to implement a test with a45

proper variation of the displacement, which is what this manuscript focuses on.46

Preceding the methodology presented in this work, only Tanaka and Tanaka [17], Matsubara et al.47

[18] and Hojo et al. [19, 20] carried out 3-ENF fatigue tests with fiber reinforced polymer specimens48

by decreasing the applied peak load as the crack propagates. In [17] the authors conducted fatigue49

tests under either a constant or decreasing stress intensity range, ∆K, to graphite/epoxy composite50

specimens. The same data on crack growth rate, da/dN , with crack extension was obtained in the ∆K-51
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Figure 2: a) Maximum energy release rate applied to the 3-ENF test as a function of the crack length. b)
Crack growth rate curve segment analyzed in a single test with constant cyclic displacement.

constant tests. Tanaka and Tanaka determined that fiber bridging had no influence on Mode II crack52

propagation and concluded that crack growth is independent of crack extension history. Matsubara53

et al. [18] used a decreasing-load test procedure based on the ASTM standard for metals [21]. This54

methodology enables the crack growth rate for a broader range of the load intensity factor to be55

determined and also to approach the low-rate region, near the threshold, by decreasing the applied56

load. The load shedding can be done manually at selected crack size intervals or, alternatively, by57

continuously reducing the force to adjust the normalized K-gradient, (1/K)dK/da, to a fixed value.58

They conducted constant- and decreasing- load tests with glass fiber reinforced polymer specimens59

and obtained identical results, confirming that crack growth rate is independent of crack extension60

history. Similarly, Hojo et al. [19, 20] carried out fatigue tests under constant normalized gradient61

of energy release rate, (1/G)dG/da, by measuring the specimen’s compliance and decreasing the peak62

load accordingly.63

In practice, incrementally shedding the force with increasing crack size requires the continuous64

intervention of a technician. On the other hand, computer-controlled stress intensity or, equivalently,65

energy release rate gradient techniques [22, 23], require the crack length to be monitored in real-time,66
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usually by means of the specimen’s compliance. Indeed, the use of the compliance to control the67

machine, or any other behavioral-based control technology, can lead to unexpected load setpoints.68

This work presents a methodology to measure, in a single test, a larger region of the crack growth69

rate curve than that achieved in a constant cyclic displacement test. The procedure consists of varying70

the cyclic applied displacement, δmin and δmax, while keeping the displacement ratio, R, constant.71

Moreover, the displacement variation is calculated a priori, so that it can be implemented in the72

control software of the testing machine. Thus, the control loop does not make use of parameters73

related to the behavior of the specimen, which could lead to unpredictable responses from the test74

machine. This method requires neither human intervention during the test nor processing the data in75

real time. The manuscript includes a test campaign carried out on carbon fiber reinforced composites76

which exemplifies the advantages of the proposed procedure: the crack growth rate curve can be77

characterized in, at most, 1/80 of the time required for a constant cyclic displacement test.78

2. Methodology79

Due to the geometry of the test, the maximum energy release rate during one load cycle, Gmax,80

corresponds to the minimum displacement, δmin. The aim of the proposed methodology is to define81

the evolution of δmin with the number of cycles, N , so that the severity of the load sweeps a predefined82

range, from Gmax,0/Gc to Gmax,f/Gc, while the crack grows from the initial crack, a0, to the maximum83

allowed crack length, af , (when the crack tip approaches a distance 2h from the load introduction84

point). δmax is established so that the R-ratio is constant throughout the fatigue test (R = δmin/δmax,85

for small deflections). The following paragraphs describe how the function δmin(N) has been deduced.86

The function δmin(N) depends on the chosen dependence between the severity of the load, Gmax87

normalized to Gc, and the crack length. We have chosen a linear decreasing dependence, from the88

normalized Gmax,0 at a0 to Gmax,f at af , the end of the test (figure 3); however, other alternative89

monotonic dependence could be selected. Therefore, the gradient of the energy release rate, dGmax/da,90

is constant and negative. Thus, the load severity vs. the crack length, a, reads:91
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Figure 3: Chosen relation between the maximum cyclic energy release rate, Gmax, normalized to the quasi-
static fracture toughness, Gc, and the crack length. Gmax,0 and a0 are the initital energy release rate and crack
length, while Gmax,f and af are the energy release rate and crack length at the end of the test.

Gmax
Gc

(a) = mG a+ n, (1)

where mG and n are the slope and the y-intercept, respectively:92

mG =
Gmax,f − Gmax,0
Gc(af − a0)

, (2)

n =
Gmax,0
Gc

−mG a0, (3)

Assuming a linear elastic behavior of the specimen, the energy release rate reads [24]:93

G =
P 2

2B

dC

da
, (4)

thus, the minimum cyclic displacement (δmin) is related to Gmax by94

δmin = −

√
2 B Gmax C2

dC/da
, (5)
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where B is the width of the specimen and C is the specimen’s compliance (δ/P , where P is the load).95

The compliance of the specimen increases as the crack length grows. The dependence C(a) is experi-96

mentally determined by a series of static tests at different crack lengths (compliance calibration)[19, 25]:97

C(a) = mcc a
3 + C0, (6)

where mcc and C0 are fitting parameters.98

Equations 1 to 6 can be used to write the dependence of (δmin) with the specimen compliance99

measured in real time:100

δmin(C) = −

√√√√√√√2BGc
[
mG

(
C−C0

mcc

)1/3
+ n

]
3mcc

(
C−C0

mcc

)2/3 , (7)

Following this equation, the load severity would sweep the desired range (figure 3). The compliance101

can be easily measured in real time with current computerized testing systems, [11]. However, the102

control of the displacement based on the measurement of the compliance and equation 7 is problematic103

because of the inherent scatter of the experimental measurement, C, and the lack of data at the104

initiation of the test. It is thus preferable to base the control of the test on a certainly well-behaved105

variable, as the number of cycles, N , is.106

To deduce the δmin(N) function, a relation between the crack length (or, equivalently, the compli-107

ance, equation 6) and the number of cycles is necessary. Here, we assume that the crack growth rate108

follows the Paris’ law based expression [26]:109

da

dN
= A

(
Gmax
Gc

)p
, (8)

Although the simplest expression of the Paris like power law has been used to relate crack growth110

to the energy release rate, it is worth noting that the methodology described here can also be used with111

other fatigue data representations based on the existing formulation for metals, such as the NASGRO112
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equation [27] or its adaptation for composite materials [28].113

The pre-exponential factor, A, and the exponent, p, in equation 8 are not yet known (in fact, the114

ultimate objective of the experimental characterization is to find them). Therefore, the parameters A,115

and p, should be estimated before the test. The consequence of making use of erroneous parameters116

is that the load severity range explored would not be the one expected (figure 3). In any case, a117

reasonable assumption would allow a much larger domain, with respect to the one achieved by means118

of a constant cyclic displacement experiment, to be explored. Parameters A and p can be taken from119

specimens of similar fiber and reinforcement or from preliminary experiments performed at constant120

displacement over the system studied.121

The estimated A and p parameters are used to find the expression that relates the crack length to122

the number of cycles, by integrating equation 8:123

a(N) =

(
α N + β

)γ − n
mG

, (9)

where124

α = A mG(1− p), (10)

β =
(
mG a0 + n

)1−p
, (11)

and125

γ =
1

1− p
. (12)

Finally, by substituting equations 1, 9, and 6 and its derivative, into equation 5, the functions of126

the minimum cyclic displacement with the number of cycles reads:127
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δmin(N) = −

√√√√√√√√
2 B Gc

(
α N + β

)γ (
mcc

((
α N+β

)γ
−n

mG

)3

+ C0

)2

3 mcc

((
α N+β

)γ
−n

mG

)2 . (13)

Hence, the minimum cyclic displacement is a function of the number of cycles (N), the specimen128

width (B), the initial conditions (a0, Gmax,0/Gc), the user-defined gradient of energy release rate (mG),129

the static compliance calibration parameters obtained prior to the fatigue test (mcc, C0) and, finally,130

the Paris’ law parameters (A, p). In all events, δmin(N) is calculated previous to the fatigue test, so131

that the displacement can be automatically shed in a continuous manner by implementing equation132

13 in the control software of the testing machine.133

In this work it is assumed that the fatigue delamination growth, under pure mode II loading134

conditions, depends only on the peak energy release rate, Gmax, and the load ratio (equivalent to135

the minimum to maximum cyclic displacement ratio, R = δmin/δmax, for small deflections). That is,136

it is assumed that the crack growth rate is neither history dependent nor dependent on the crack137

length, which is in agreement with other experimental evidence obtained from Gmax-constant tests138

with carbon/epoxy composites [4, 17, 19].139

3. Experimental140

The validity of the test method to characterize mode II delamination growth was evaluated by141

comparing the crack growth rate curves obtained in variable (described in the previous section) and142

constant cyclic displacement tests. As the range of crack growth was very narrow in the latter case,143

a multiplicity of constant cyclic displacement tests were performed. The Paris’ law parameters were144

determined by both methods. In addition, this exemplification allowed for a detailed comparison to145

be made of the effort saved by following the new experimental methodology proposed in this paper.146

The laminates were 16 unidirectional carbon fiber/epoxy prepreg plies of 0.184 mm of nominal147

thickness stacked with the same fiber orientation [0o]. Panels were cured in an autoclave, following148

the supplier’s recommendations, at AERNNOVA Engineering facilities. Before cutting the specimens,149
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the panels were ultrasonically C-scanned. 3-ENF test specimens cut from these laminates were 25 mm150

wide, 3 mm thick and 200 mm long. A 30 µm thick and 60 mm length Teflon insert was introduced151

in the mid plane to create an artificial delamination. This teflon film was thicker than that usually152

recommended for static testing [29]; however, precracking was expected to avoid any possible negative153

effect resulting from the insert [30, 31]. Precracks were performed under mode I quasi-static loading154

conditions until the increment in crack length was between 3 mm and 5 mm. The teflon film was155

removed from the crack after the precracking procedure.156

All the tests were carried out in a servohydraulic MTS Bionix® testing machine (25 kN of load157

capacity) under displacement control. The total force carried by the test specimen was measured with158

a 5 kN MTS load cell. The three-point bending rig used to perform the tests met the specifications159

described in the ASTM standard for static testing [29]. The support rollers were 5 mm in radius, each160

with a span length between them of 100 mm. Some tests under constant cyclic displacement conditions161

were performed with a span length between supports of 120 mm (longer than the standard), to enlarge162

the range for crack extension (see table 1). Tests were performed at the mechanical testing laboratory163

of the University of Girona, which is Nadcap [32] (Non-metallic materials testing laboratory) and164

ISO17025 [33] accredited.165

The fatigue tests were performed under displacement control, by applying a sinusoidal waveform166

at a frequency of 5 Hz and setting the ratio of minimum to maximum displacement per cycle (R) to167

−10/(−3). The desired severity at the beginning of the test was defined by the ratio of the initial168

maximum cyclic energy release rate (Gmax,0) to the mean value of critical energy release rate (Gc) mea-169

sured by quasi-static tests carried out prior to the fatigue test on identical test specimens. Assuming170

that the behavior of the specimen was linear elastic, the selection of the initial minimum displacement171

(δmin,0) was related to Gmax,0 using equations 5, and 6 and its derivative, and the initial crack length172

(a0):173

δmin,0 = −
(
mcc(a0)3 + C0

)
a0

√
2 B Gmax,0

3 mcc
(14)
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We established a maximum initial severity, Gmax,0/Gc, of 0.55 to avoid the horizontal movement174

of the sample occurring for displacements below -3.5 mm. Other authors use mechanical restraints to175

avoid this [10] although this could affect the results.176

The TestStar v3.5C control software for the MTS servohydraulic testing machine includes a ”Calcu-177

lated Channels” option that allows for internal variables, either external inputs or calculated through178

simple arithmetic operations, to be generated. It was used to compute the dynamic compliance, C∗, by179

processing the instantaneous signals of load and displacement in line with the methodology described180

in [11]. Next, the crack length was derived from the dynamic compliance using equation 6:181

a = 3

√
C∗ − C0

mcc
(15)

One set of data (the dynamic compliance, C∗, the minimum cyclic load, Pmin, and the number of182

cycles, N) was recorded every cycle and, as such, the crack length was calculated at the same monitoring183

frequency leading to a continuous a(N) curve. Subsequently, the crack growth rate (da/dN) was184

obtained from the numerical derivative of the a(N) curve. The recommended data reduction techniques185

for the ASTM standard [21] are the secant and the incremental polynomial methods. However, when186

these methodologies are applied to high frequency data acquisition curves, errors can occur because187

the dynamic compliance scatter might be too large compared to the increment in number of cycles188

between two successive data. For this reason, in this work the derivative was performed by linear189

regression of wider data sets, grouped so that the total increment of crack extension of each set was190

0.1 mm [34].191

Finally, da/dN was referred to the maximum energy release rate of the cycle normalized to the192

quasi-static critical value (Gmax/Gc), or load severity. Taking equation 4 and the derivative of the193

compliance calibration (6), Gmax reads:194

Gmax =
3 mcc P

2
min a

2

2 B
, (16)
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Specimen ID Initial load Initial crack length Mid-span length Initial minimum
severity displacement

Gmax,0/Gc [ - ] a0 [mm] L [mm] δmin,0 [mm]
01 V 0.50 30.0 50.00 -3.108
02 V 0.50 35.0 50.00 -3.075
03 V 0.50 38.0 50.00 -3.071
04 C 0.55 38.0 50.00 -3.356
05 C 0.40 38.0 50.00 -2.770
06 C 0.30 38.0 50.00 -2.543
07 C 0.25 45.0 60.00 -3.096
08 C 0.20 38.0 50.00 -2.104
09 C 0.18 45.0 60.00 -2.743
10 C 0.14 45.0 60.00 -2.347
11 C 0.12 45.0 60.00 -2.223

Table 1: Initial conditions for the propagation tests. In the specimen identification, ”V” stands for variable
displacement tests and ”C” stands for constant displacement tests.

where the crack length, a, is taken at the midpoint of the cycle.195

Constant displacement tests were performed using eight different initial severities in order to cover196

a wider portion of the da/dN curve and the results were fitted together using the modified Paris’ law197

from equation 8.198

As mentioned in section 1, the energy release rate does not evolve monotonically with the crack199

extension, but rather increases and then decreases under constant cyclic displacement, and with the200

maximum point (point 2 in figure 2a) always being located at a=0.7L. Therefore, constant cyclic201

displacement tests were performed with initial crack length higher than 0.7L, in order to avoid sweeping202

the same part of the crack growth rate curve twice (see figure 2b). In contrast, in variable cyclic203

displacement tests the initial crack length is not a limiting parameter because the dependence between204

the load severity and the crack length is monotonic. In this specific case, the authors chose different205

crack lengths in order to analyze the influence of the initial conditions on the resultant crack growth206

rate curve.207

Table 1 indicates the initial conditions for each propagation test. The specimens labelled ”V”208

were tested by applying the variable cyclic displacement methodology presented in this work and the209

specimens labelled ”C” were tested under constant cyclic displacement conditions.210

For the variable cyclic displacement tests, the ”Calculated Channels” from the MTS TestStar v3.5C211
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Specimen Specimen Initial Estimated fatigue Compliance calibration Severity versus
ID width crack life constants parameters crack length

length (eq. 8), (eq. 6) relation constants
da/dN evaluated (eq. 1)

in mm/cycle
B a0 A p mcc C0 mG n

[mm] [mm] [N−1mm−2] [mm N−1] [mm−1] ( - )
01 V 25.00 30.0 6.192 10−2 3.674 3.193 10−8 2.608 10−3 -0.030 1.400
02 V 25.00 35.0 5.595 10−2 3.695 3.131 10−8 2.626 10−3 -0.090 3.650
03 V 25.00 38.0 5.595 10−2 3.695 3.188 10−8 2.594 10−3 -0.225 9.050

Table 2: Parameters used in the minimum variable displacement calculation, δmin, using equation 13.

software allowed an internal variable to be calculated (in accordance with equation 13) in real time.212

This variable was established as the continuous displacement setpoint, δmin.213

Table 2 lists the parameters used for calculating of δmin(N) (equation 13). The Paris’ law param-214

eters, A and p, obtained in the da/dN data fitting resulting from tests 07 C, 09 C, 10 C and 11 C,215

were used to estimate the curve δmin(N) for test 01 V. The results from tests 06 C and 08 C were216

added to the previous data to obtain A and p for tests 02 V and 03 V.217

Constant cyclic displacement tests were performed on specimens with a mode I precrack, whereas218

the variable cyclic displacement tests were performed on specimens already tested under constant cyclic219

displacement (thus having a mode II fatigue pre-crack). The reason for this was to avoid the transient220

behavior observed at the onset of delamination for specimens with a mode I precrack, as described221

further in sections 4 and 5.222

223

4. Results224

A typical crack growth rate curve (da/dN vs severity) in a specimen precracked under mode I225

and loaded under constant displacement amplitude exhibits three distinct stages (figure 4). As the226

severity decreases from the onset of the test, the curve sweeps from right to left. The first region is227

characterized by a growing crack growth rate as the severity decreases. Then, the largest region (i.e.228

the second region), consists of a smooth direct dependence between da/dN and severity. Finally, in229
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the third region the crack tends to arrest with a higher slope than that seen in the second region.230

For these reasons discussed in the next section, the curve was truncated, neglecting the first and third231

regions. Only the mid-region was considered in the modified Paris’ law calculation.232

10% 15%
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10
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10
−5

10
−4

Severity [%]

d
a
/d

N
[m

m
/c
y
cl
e]

10 C Initial severity 14%

Region affected by the
compresssion induced by the
loading arm (Truncated)

Linear
modified Paris’ law
fitting region

Onset
region
(Truncated)

Figure 4: Reduced fatigue crack growth rate data with the truncated regions in the modified Paris’ law fitting
from the constant cyclic displacement tests.

As variable displacement tests were performed on specimens already tested under mode II, their233

crack growth rate curves did not show the first region of figure 4. Figure 5 compares the preselected234

and the experimental dependence between the severity and the crack length increment, confirming the235

new experimental methodology as being suitable to enlarge the range of severities explored in a single236

test.237

The crack growth rate curve in figure 6 condensates the results obtained from the eleven tests238

performed in this study. All the tests were performed for the same load ratio, R = −10/(−3), either239

under constant cyclic displacement or variable cyclic displacement control. The plot also includes the240
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Figure 5: Comparison between the preselected slope, mG , from the energy release rate versus the crack length
curve and the experimental relationship Gmax

Gc − ∆a obtained from the variable displacement tests. Dashed

lines illustrate the GmaxGc −∆a relation obtained if the Paris’ law parameters, A and p, used in the calculation
of δmin(N) in test 02 V, were predicted with an error of ±15%.

fitting of all the data from the constant cyclic displacement tests in accordance with the modified241

Paris’ law (equation 8).242

The parameters of the modified Paris’ law (equation 8), the exponent, p, and the coefficient, A, are243

obtained from the linear fitting of the data plotted on log-log scales (table 3).244

The duration of each variable cyclic displacement test depends on the slope of the relation between245

the energy release rate and crack length, mG (figure 5). Higher slopes tend to minimize the testing time.246

The total time employed in all tests (constant displacement and variable displacement) is specified in247

table 4.248
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Specimen ID Severity versus Obtained fatigue life constants
crack length (eq. 8), da/dN evaluated in
slope (eq. 1) mm/cycle

mG A p
[mm−1]

01 V -0.030 1.97510-1 4.326
02 V -0.090 1.67710-1 4.168
03 V -0.225 7.34210-2 3.786

Modified Paris’ law (Eq. 8) fitting of the
constant displacement tests’ results 7.63610-2 3.882

Table 3: Fatigue life constants obtained from both variable displacement and constant displacement tests.

Specimen ID Total time Time 10-45% severity
(hours) (hours)

Variable displacement tests
01 V Severity from 50% to 10% 42.0 4.3
02 V Severity from 50% to 10% 18.0 1.9
03 V Severity from 50% to 10% 7.0 0.4

Constant displacement tests

04 C Initial severity 55% 0.2
05 C Initial severity 40% 1.3
06 C Initial severity 30% 2.6
07 C Initial severity 25% 4.0
08 C Initial severity 20% 8.8
09 C Initial severity 18% 15.5
10 C Initial severity 14% 48.1
11 C Initial severity 12% 89.1

Total time employed in
constant displacement testing 169.6

Table 4: Time employed in obtaining the crack growth rate curve for both variable and constant minimum
displacement methodologies.
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Figure 6: Relation between crack propagation rate and peak energy release rate for R=0.3. The results from
both variable displacement (”V” labelled) and constant displacement (”C” labelled) tests are presented for
comparison proposes.

5. Discussion249

The proposed experimental methodology for mode II testing in the 3-ENF configuration enables a250

chosen range of load severities to be swept while the crack grows in a predefined crack length increment.251

This is accomplished by varying the applied cyclic displacement as the number of cycles evolves. The252

δmin(N) function depends on estimated Paris’ law parameters (A and p), derived from the constant253

cyclic displacement tests. In spite of being just a rough estimation, the range of severities swept is254

close to the desired one and, in any case, much larger than what could be obtained from a constant255

displacement test. The consequence of using erroneous parameters is illustrated in figure 5 for the256

specimen 02 V. An error in A and p of ±15% leads to changes in the crack length increment needed257

to sweep the desired severity range. In any event, the severity range achieved would be much larger258
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than that attained using a constant displacement test.259

The variable cyclic displacement method leads to crack growth rate data practically indistinguish-260

able from that resulting from the complete set of eight constant displacement tests. In particular, the261

Paris’ exponent, p, obtained from variable cyclic displacement tests under steady growth conditions262

(severities from 10 to 30%), deviated from the log-linear fitting of the constant cyclic displacement tests263

results by +11.4%, +7.4% and -2.5% (specimens 01 V, 02 V and 03 V, respectively). No experimental264

data for severities higher than 45% could be obtained because of specimen horizontal movement. The265

agreement between the results from both methods, however, is expected to persist if this issue could266

be solved practically.267

One of the main advantages of the new experimental methodology is the reduction of the time268

duration of the fatigue mode II test. The selection of the shedding rate, mG , determines the duration269

of the test. Table 4 exemplifies the time saved with this method. One single test performed with270

variable displacement to build the crack growth rate curve for a severity range between 10% and 45%271

is performed in 1.9 h (specimen 02 V), while the 8 constant displacement tests needed to sweep the272

same severity range require 169.6 h (80 times more if the times involved in setting up each of the tests273

is not considered).274

The question arises of how fast the test can be carried out while still leading to the crack growth275

curve obtained in a constant displacement test. This question could be dealt with taking into account276

the formation of a failure process zone, FPZ, in front of the crack tip. While the FPZ for mode I277

delamination in CFRP is assumed to be so small as to be negligible in the data reduction of static278

interlaminar fracture toughness tests, the same does not apply for the FPZ in mode II tests [35]. Under279

mode II loading and for a given load severity, the crack growth rate would not reach its steady level280

until the FPZ is fully formed. In a variable displacement test, if the severity varies before the FPZ281

is fully formed, the crack growth rate would deviate from the steady crack growth rate for the actual282

severity being applied. This is more likely to happen as the shedding rate increases and that deviation283

would also be more important the stronger the variation of the FPZ with the load severity is.284
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Figure 6 illustrates the crack growth rate curves obtained from the variable cyclic displacement285

tests for the three shedding rates, mG , explored in this study. The tests performed at low mG lie close286

to the Paris’ curve of constant cyclic displacement tests from the very first stages of the crack growth287

curve (higher severities), whereas the test performed at high mG (03 V) tends to deviate from these288

curves in the region of high (30-45%) and low (< 10%) severities, while in the region in between the289

agreement is complete. The deviation of specimen 03 V at the beginning of the test (high severities)290

corresponds to the transient stage from the FPZ of the precrack to the steady FPZ. On the contrary,291

at lower severities, below 10%, the deviation is attributed to a shedding rate too fast to permit the292

stabilization of the FPZ, leading to a faster crack growth than observed in constant cyclic displacement293

tests. The confirmation of these hypothesis and the study of the FPZ zone in fatigue tests as a function294

of the load severity deserves further investigation.295

These facts highlight the impact the pre-cracking stage has on the initial measurements of the296

crack growth rate curves. In the first stage of the crack growth curve for constant displacement tests297

in figure 4 there is a clear evidence of the transient region between the FPZ of the precrack and the298

steady FPZ. Indeed, due to the fact that the constant displacement tests start from a mode I precrack299

(short FPZ), the crack grows more slowly than the steady rate until the mode II FPZ is fully formed.300

In view of the foregoing, the variable cyclic displacement tests were performed on specimens tested301

under mode II cyclic loading, where the crack grew until the tip reached the zone affected by loading302

arm compression (“Region affected by the compression induced by the loading arm” in figure 4). In303

this region, the crack propagation tends to arrest, misrepresenting an artificial threshold. The FPZ304

formed in this situation (low severity), however, is different from the one expected at the beginning305

of the variable displacement tests (high severity). For that reason, a transient region in the variable306

displacement tests is expected. While this is not noticeable in specimens with low mG , it does span307

over several points for specimen 03 V.308

The fact that the three crack growth curves obtained under variable cyclic displacement amplitude309

with different mG coincide in the severity range between 30% and 10% indicates that the shedding310
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rate is slow enough to lead to a fully developed FPZ, even with the highest mG selected (figure 6).311

The prospect is that for a large enough mG , the crack growth curve would deviate from that of the312

constant displacement test. Following an equivalent rationale, the crack length increment can not be313

decreased arbitrarily if representative results are to be obtained. Figure 5 shows that the same Paris’314

law curve is obtained for crack increments of 2 mm (specimen 03 V) or 14 mm (specimen 01 V). These315

constraints should be specifically considered when testing materials with expected large FPZ, as the316

case of adhesive joints is. The larger the expected FPZ, the slower the shedding rate should be and,317

likewise, the larger the crack increment to be traveled.318

The comparison of the results from constant cyclic displacement tests reveals that the propagation319

rate does not depend on the span length (e.g. specimens 07 C and 08 C, with span lengths of 60320

and 50 mm respectively, have similar da/dN at 20% severity). Thus, the same results are obtained321

with different crack lengths. This is an indication that, for the material studied, the crack growth322

rate is history independent under mode II test conditions when a steady crack growth is achieved323

(initial transient curves must be truncated, figure 4). This assertion is corroborated by the overlap324

among the crack growth rate curves obtained with the three variable displacement tests performed325

with different preselected gradients of energy release rate, mG (see table 3), again, once the FPZ326

is fully developed. Under this condition, the maximum difference in da/dN , for a given severity,327

between the data obtained from variable displacement tests and the fitting of all the data from constant328

displacement tests, amounts 0.3 decades. This is comparable to the scatter of the raw data from a329

single constant displacement test.330

6. Conclusions331

An automated procedure to obtain the log-linear region of a crack growth rate curve has been332

developed for an 3-ENF test for mode II fatigue delamination growth. The displacement applied, δ(N),333

is calculated prior to initiating the fatigue test in order to achieve a constant negative energy release334

rate gradient throughout crack propagation. The continuous displacement shedding is conducted by335
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implementing the calculated δ(N) curve in a computer-controlled testing system. This, in combination336

with the automated and continuous estimation of the crack length by means of the real time monitoring337

of the specimen’s compliance, avoids the need of human intervention during the test.338

The usefulness of this methodology has been exemplified with an experimental testing campaign339

in which the crack growth rate curve obtained is compared with the modified Paris’ law fitting data340

from a batch of constant cyclic displacement tests.341

The range of severities covered by a single test using the developed methodology spans from 0.45342

to 0.1. Due to the specimen movement, the initial severity could not be higher than 0.50.343

The time saved employing the methodology developed has been demonstrated (the example per-344

formed shows a reduction of 1/80) and how the duration of the test, which is determined by the345

shedding rate and the range of severities explored, is limited by the requirement of forming the com-346

plete failure process zone corresponding to the actual load severity is discussed.347
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